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Resumen:
Se trata en este artículo de los llamativamente abundantes (y sospechosos) dinares transicionales andalusíes que
aparecen en la última década y media, con el foco puesto de forma muy especial en una curiosa acuñación que ha
pasado de ser absolutamente desconocida a ser curiosamente prolífera –con mayor o menor arte, eso sí: el dinar de
Hispania con indición IX.
Este dinar –desconocido en la numismática de los dos últimos siglos plantea algún problema formal que hace
chirriar los dientes: Durante todo el período de la indición IX posterior a la conquista (nueve meses y medio
aproximadamente) el mando de las tropas musulmanas estuvo en manos de Ṭārīq, un cliente de Mūsà, el emir de
Ifrīqiyya.No parece viable que un cliente, que actuó en alAndalus sin instrucciones y sin conocimiento de su jefe, que
fue severa y públicamente castigado cuando se encontraron y que estuvo a punto de ser ejecutado, se atreviese a
acuñar no ya oro, ni tan siquiera cobre.
Somos conscientes de todos los “probables”, “improbales” y “parece” que acarrea la falta de una certidumbre total
(imposible por otra parte) y que cada uno se aferrará o no a esa pequeña cuota de incertidumbre de acuerdo con sus
intereses o creencias (lo que es legítimo), pero al final no hay que olvidar el viejo dicho: Lo que parece mentira es,
con toda probabilidad, mentira.

S

ince around a couple decades, and in specific cases quite a bit more, there has emerged a relatively large
number of dubious ‘transitional’ , Latin scripted coinage, simulating the early solidus/dinars struck by the Arab
conquerors of Hispania . A coinage purportedly of the earliest period of the Umayyad subjugation of the Visigoth
kingdom of Toledo. These have made their gradual but repeated appearance on the coin market and from there into
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some collections, both private and public. They have also appeared, we must assume inadvertently, in various
important numismatic auctions (international and local ones in Spain), and eventually made their way into articles
published in some peer reviewed scientific journals .
The term “dubious” has prudently been used for this imitative coinage instead of the more categorical: false. This is
due to the fact that in most cases our information for such a definitive affirmation is not as complete as should be,
indeed it is sometimes very limited indeed. Many times we neither have weights, dimensions, reliable verifiable
origin of the coin, analysis of trace elements in gold content or any other pertinent data. All that is usually had are
opportunistic images, from very diverse origins, some even haphazardly taken with mobile cameras and of these
some just the single side of the coin. The examples illustrated in the present article are, so to speak, only the very tip
of the iceberg. The intention here is just to present some of the more obvious one's trough a selection of the pictorial
evidence that has been gather. It is, it must again be stressed, only the smaller part of what has appeared in the last
decade and a half on the market.
More to the point, the central objective here is to try and discuss in some detail specifically one particular type which
should be consider as clearly ahistorical, the numbered 1 to 5, all with the highly improbable previously unknown
indiction IX . An indiction number hitherto not recorded in any other previous numismatic references of the near last
two centuries of bibliography all finally gathered in M. Balaguer’s 1976 splendid corpus on the subject, a work
entitled “Las emisiones transicionales árabemusulmanas de Hipania”. One indiction number, the IX, that was
not in her corpus or in a recent major work on the subject by Trent Jonson 2014, but now, ipso facto, it has appeared
with many variants. A dating which if taken or accepted at face value would significantly change, better said distort
our perception of the 711 Umayyad invasion of the Iberian Peninsula. A subject already very contentious, polemical,
an emotively debated historical becoming which is certainly in no need of any further mystification .
As for the other dubious types here added, numbers 6 to 18, all with previously registered “indictions”, that is X, XI,
XII, are of a very different nature and a lesser historiographical danger, as they do not basically change the dated
numismatic material evidence, except in total numbers, on which, as said, an important part of the chronological
material evidence for the history of the period is based. Their existence, aside from numerical additions to each type,
is otherwise of little relevance and possibly only really damaging to the pockets and selfesteem of overzealous
collectors or institutions. Of this grouping we will only add to the visual imagery only a very minimum of pertinent
notes, if that. This small sample is put so that those concerned, whether they be historians, numismatist, museum
curators, archeologist dealing with the period, knowledgeable collectors or serious coin dealers all interested in the
material evidence of the epoch can thereon form their own opinion and arrive at their own conclusions, whatever that
may freely be. The genuine series of original Latin transitional indiction coins, were all struck in the year and a half
stay of Musa in the Peninsula which was astride the years 9395 of the ḥijra dating which coincided on known
coinage with the three Roman/Byzantine indictions above mentioned. Balaguer’s important work gives us an ample
study of this series with selected images in the photographic plates of her wok, all of which provide (with possibly
the exception of that author’s nº 46) an accurate panoramic view of this coinage, which anyone interested can now
easily contrast and compare to the “doubtful” ones here exposed and from there derive their own conclusions. A
thorough visual comparison is indispensable, among other considerations, to come to a reasonably objective
conclusion. The adage of, “a picture is better that a thousand words” will be here well served.
The visual experience of having during decades seen many of these coins, in sales, collections and through
repeated visits to the old collections of important museums, all done before the sudden surge of these dubious
ones, may assist in developing an intuitive, cumulative feel, that helps distinguish between those objects that are
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actually of the period they represent and those that pretend to be, but are not. Unfortunately, the above mentioned
official world of historians, curators and archeologist (with very important punctual exceptions!) are usually little
prepared to discern what a very active, never resting, determined underworld of shadowy commercial interest can
reproduce. The lucrative faking, not only of coins but of the material heritage of the ancient world in general is an age
old phenomenon. Sometimes imitations are done crudely and expediently but other times they are dangerously
sophisticated and, it must be said, admirably well researched and executed. As concerns coin imitations these are
no longer, as in the past, made by lost wax or microfusion techniques, but here actual dies have been carved out,
probably in some cases, as technology has rapidly progressed, by computerized laser pantographs the best of
them. So many of these imitations are actually struck coins and not the product of molds which, with due
enlargement, were and are far more easily detectable.
One of the more obvious details to look for in the few images of the present article is the evident modernity, the
rigidly geometrical, or the comparative neatness of the scripting of some of the Latin letters on the coins here
exposed which differ significantly and should be carefully contrasted with the different style for exactly each
individual letter with of those in Balaguer’s plates. A comparative look of those below with those in the referred plates
should, in most cases, be revealing enough for any discerning eye as the stylistic difference are, usually, clearly
evident. Needless to say none of the coins here illustrated or any similar, including some of the published ones, have
ever been presumed found in archeological excavations. This pinpoints to the danger or the methodological
inadequacy of affirming as fact unverifiable hearsay of the supposed localization find of this or that coin, be the coin
actually genuine, thought to be or not, and to further use this information, for example, to invent the trajectory of
Mūsà b. Nuṣaīr`s path in this or that area or, claiming to be an archeologist by career and to use the unverifiable find
of one such coin way up northwest as proof that the Arab jund reached that area at an improbable early date (the
biblical ‘Hagarenes’ the author at one point choses to call the Arab conquerors, by so doing revealing a clear
ideological preconception of that event). In short, only coins found in datable archeological strata under professional
archeological excavations can be used that way and only that connects the writer to an objective demonstrable
science and not to the purely anecdotal rumor (see note 3).
Of the nº 15 pointed out before, coins nº1 & 2 are in our opinion one of the more interesting and well fabricated
coins of the whole “dubious” series and indicative of a commendable degree of inventive historical knowledge of its
astute, hypothetical inventor(s). They are all evidence, as said of an ahistorical fabrications, which if taken at face
value can lead to an inventive historiography. Why so? Because the Roman/Byzantine indiction IX dating on it only
overlaps about three months over the beginning of the year 711CE which
in turn overlaps unto the last two and a half months before the end of the
92h (see fig.1).

Fig. 1. From Balaguer (1976) fig. 3 p.43.A comparative relation between
the three distinct dating systems. In descending order: arrival of Ṭārīq,
arrival of Mūsà, departure of Mūsà (also that of Ṭārīq). The thin black
line to left is the Ḥijrī dating, the little rectangles contain the initial letter
of months (in Spanish), line in dashes indicating indiction years, black
line to left Common Era dating.
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So the indiction IX puts the coin as fully and exclusively in the time when mawla Ṭārīq b. Ziyād’s, leading his Berber
auxiliaries, all said to be foot soldiers, in an improvised raid that circumstance turned into the full conquest of the
Visigoth Kingdom of Toledo. So it would be presumed to have been struck time wise in that initial raid, that is, well
before the arrival of Mūsà b. Nuṣaīr’s and his Arab jund . Mūsà arrives belatedly, as is recalled in most sources,
probably a full year after the start of 711 crossing of the straits by his mawla Ṭārīq. This is a singularly long time
lapse that would seem to indicate that Mūsà was completely unprepared for the rapid turn of events and had
evidently not given the order for the conquest that ensued and for that matter neither had Damascus. When Mūsà
does finally catch up with his runaway mawla north of Talavera in the Tietar Valley most of the Arabic sources agree
the meeting was a little less than cordial with Ṭārīq being publically humiliated, forcefully dismounted, verbally
abused, violently wiped, shorn of his hair and would have been executed in situ by had not Mugīt, an emissary of al
Walīd I, not warned Mūsà against latter having to explain to Damacus such a radical act on an imminently
successful conqueror . The imagined indiction IX put by its inventors is not to understand the purely subservient
position of mawla`s in the Arab empire, a subordinate category as usable as it was expendable. Mūsà was a strict
controller and would have never allowed his subordinate mawla to even strike fiduciary copper, a fals, let alone a
gold coin.

1‐

The above nº1 and nº2 coins aside from the excessively rigid, one would say modern, Latin letters on the above are
visually well made and intellectually well thought out, were it not for a very improbable indiction date IX which on this
coin is correctly on the margin equaled in the roman numerals XCII to the ḥijra date 92 (711CE) which of course
would make it, intentionally, a great rarity as the first and previously unregistered coin of the Umayyad conquest of
Hispania. One such coin was first sold by a reputable London auction house just a few years ago at the hefty price of
more than 16,OOO British pounds (that’s without including the added commissions), while a second one was sold
for significantly less sometime later by another auction house of the same city. Both imitations were convincingly
well made and there is no reason to doubt that the respective auctioneers both acted in good faith, or so we hope.

2‐
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A hefty price, as said, was achieved which, lo and behold, miraculously produced the sudden appearance on the
coin market of some cruder imitations of the original IX indiction invention, see the selected examples nº 35, just a
few, more of them are now circulating.

3‐

4‐

5‐

Some of the nº 35 are obviously much cruder and epigraphically clumsier than the original first inventions of the
indiction IX, these need not be discussed in any further detail as the images with their imitative lettering are telling
enough for anybody even superficially knowledgeable in this series. What is interesting, but perhaps not quite
surprising, is the quickness with which the sub world of falsifications follows and takes instant note of hefty prices
and rarities as they appear on the marked and proceeds in accordance to its benefit.
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6‐

7‐

Compare the very modern epigraphy and very different in general aspect of the above two with the nº 25 in the
Balaguer plates representing the same X indiction series.

8‐

On the above coin the indiction line is reversed from right to left.
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9‐

Very imaginative, the above combines in the center of its IIA two completely different coin types, Balaguer nº3132
with similis at center in the place of the indiction and the nº 625 with indiction XI. Unintentionally comical one would
say, well, not so much for the over credulous collector.

10‐

The supposed soil deposit on the above coin is a modern addition and a classical gimmick of making the new look
old. Another easy trick is to put the recently made shiny falsification into a recipient with sand and pebbles then
shake it roughly until the object gets the false appearance of the wear as would have been caused by old time
circulation. Note the annulets around the outer rim of IIA of the above are nearly linear instead of the usual circular
dots.

11‐
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12‐

13‐

The very modern lettering of coins 1113 are quite evident when compared to Balaguer´s 625 on plates II, III & IV.
Note accent lines on INDXII line on nº 13 are inverted and put under and not atop. Most of these imitations are
usually better centered than the original coins in the Balaguer plates.

14‐

Those curious two round pellets at 3 and 8 o’clock are quite innovative and inexistent in any of the previously known
coinage of this series. One of the authors was able to see the actual coin but not allowed to photograph the same
and remembers that the pretended indiction on the coin as XI and that it also had on that area two similar pellets in
the same relative clock wise position.
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15‐ ?

Reasonable doubts about this example, but not sure without seeing a picture of the other side.

16‐

Mostly clear modern letters and apparently of very low gold contents, both factors not known in the well documented
fractional coinage of this series. Compare the present with the Balaguer corpus, Nº57 plate VII, and those in the
Tonegawa Collection.

17‐

This coin needs very little comment, the modern maker, aside of not being very talented, had not the slightest clue
as to the workings of Arabic ligatures.
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18‐

Same as the previous, garbled Arabic script all through the circular legend. Among the salient errors note the lām
. of the end of r/asūl is practically just a vertical trace when its curvature is clear in the known coinage of this series
while, a graver error, the lāms of Allāh do not connect. The coin is apparently of very low electron, something not at
all the norm for the bilingual series.

19‐

Coin nº19 has little to do with the contemporary “dubious” coins previously commented as this coin was already
registered at the end of the 19th century so it is with great trepidation and doubts that we dare put it up for debate.
This coin has evident problems in the significant and unusual errors in its Arabic epigraphy. The coin which belongs
to the Madrid numismatic collection of the Museo Arqueológico Nacional (MAN) nº 2004/117/16 , was further
referred to in mid20th century by Navascues and was duly incorporated into Balaguer’s corpus as nº46.
Aside from the general aspect the more evident problems in its Arabic script are the end of the term alAndalus
where the last stroke of the sīn
ends up looking like a lām , while the first digit supposedly a thamān, an eight,
is completely bungled while the necessary second digit tas´īn, ninety, is simply not there for lack of space. This lack
of space for the numerals on the Arabic side is unique to this particular one coin and in none of the other of the
known 98H bilingual dinars of alAndalus. But more serious is the bungled word Allah with the beginning alif
interconnected to the first lām as
instead of separated as should be in
. The botch up of this central last
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word of God in Arabic is not to be seen even in the most trivial fals. It seems obvious the engraver of this die, of
whatever time it may be, had no knowledge as to the workings of Arabic script as even the most illiterate would have
been able to engrave that particular word for God correctly.
We do not want to think, let alone affirm, this coin as a 19th century creation without the necessary evidence, but
neither are we assured that it was of the period it pretends to be or for that matter, if so, of the official mint of the 98h
coins. An analysis of the trace elements of the gold and its specific weight may help solve the reasonable doubts
here expressed.

Finally, in brief conclusion, it is hoped that this short note on the “dubious” coinage of this important early series,

will serve to forewarn the more honest and concerned among local and international coin auctioneers, collectors,
numismatic museum personnel and specially writers of scholarly articles to take prudent note of a serious and ever
growing problem.
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